CHANGE LEADERSHIP BY

SOPHIE O’NEILL
How Inpress is
leading change in
the arts

Inpress is the UK’s specialist in selling books produced
by independent publishers. It supports around 50
independent publishers to reach their audiences by
managing their sales and marketing to the book trade.
They produce around 300 books a year on a range of
subjects.
Inpress is newly named this year as a Sector Support
Organisation in publishing for Arts Council England,
providing support for Arts Council-funded publishers
and literature organisations .
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How Sophie is leading change /
Sophie O’Neill has worked extensively in independent and corporate publishing, and joined Inpress in 2013. Under
her leadership the publisher sales business has grown by almost 100% and the small not-for-profit company
expanded to incorporate the Poetry Book Society, which is a membership book club, founded in 1953 by T S Eliot;
it selects and delivers the best of contemporary poetry from the UK and Ireland to its members - before the titles
reach high street bookshops.
Inpress Ltd uses the might of the many to make sure
independent publishers’ titles are seen and heard by the
major retailers in book sales, with a strong commitment to
independent booksellers and libraries.
It encourages excellent use of metadata to ensure their
title information can be found and seen as widely as
possible online. It is growing its business development
offer to its publishers as the newly named ACE Sector
Support Organisation.
It took on its sister company, The Poetry Book Society, in
2016, and nurtures it as an essential element in the ecosystem of promoting, selling and championing poetry.

“On the business development side, it is
really heartening to see publisher’s sales
increase,” says Sophie.
“We support not only publishers, but the
careers of their authors by ensuring the
books are discoverable and can sell.
“We are developing an online poetry
bookshop that can support the poetry
industry and help transform the careers of
the established and emerging poets - we
want this to be a profitable business, not one
that needs funding to survive.
“With Change Creation, I am growing in
confidence, learning to have faith in my own
judgements and not to be afraid to voice
them. I am really enjoying considering the art
of leadership and the formal processes that
one can use to create change.
“I like the process of nurturing people and
making sure they are enjoying the work they
do. Beyond the team, it’s about ideas sharing,
and keeping people as informed as possible
about our work and our plans.
“Do things better every day - that’s my
mantra. Things flow from that. Do things
better so we can become bigger, support
more people, sell more books, and help
more artists and poets and writers.“

I enjoy considering the art
of leadership and the
formal processes one can
use to create change]
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How Inpress is leading change in the arts
/
Inpress is helping to grow the sector, by supporting writers and poets through commercial success and
market intelligence. Based in Newcastle upon Tyne, it’s a small not-for-profit with a staff of 6 people and 5
freelance sales representatives. Its big achievement is adding to the literary excellence of the country.
By working with publishers all across the UK, it
claims a role in place-making, and decentralising
publishing away from South East England.
The Poetry Book Society has established an online
poetry bookshop, curating hundreds of titles, and
offering exposure to a wide range of poets and
publishers.
“Everyone at Inpress has a strong desire to be
better and to improve in their own roles in the
work we do,” says Sophie.
“The initial change of taking on the Poetry Book
Society happened in the space of a month, and this

was alongside another big piece of work changing
distributor.
“For the stage we are at, it has been a time of more
fire-fighting than major innovation; we work closely
with colleagues and board members, and we
ensured everyone got through the difficult patch.
“We have come into the poetry sector in a more
meaningful way as promoters at the right time,
when it does feel sales are on the up, and there is
a lot of good market development insight we can
share.
“Within Change Creation, it has been really inspiring
to hear the work that other people are doing and to
see the different characters and types of people
leading different arts organisations.
“Seeing their successes and hearing their challenges
definitely has had a strong and positive impact on
my attitude to my role at Inpress.”

Everyone at Inpress has a
strong desire to be better]
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Inpress, and the future /
As a new SSO, Inpress is tasked with opening up
publisher training and business development
conferences and workshops to all publishing and
literature organisations - including live streaming to
address remote-access.
Inpress will work in partnership with other funded
organisations to achieve their goals in supporting
book sales, literature, reading, and the spoken word.
During its time as an National Portfolio
Organisation,
Inpress
was
credited
with
increasing publishers’ sales - and therefore the
revenue to literary artists - by 40%.

I want to make sure society is offered good
literature, and that books are always
beautiful things]
The particular focus for sister organisation the
Poetry Book Society is financial resilience.
“We are becoming more
strategic,” says Sophie.

managerial

and

“Confirmed funding means we can continue with
our long term strategy - building on our successes,
growing the Inpress and PBS business and that of
our members, and promoting the wonderful work of
independent publishing and the books our
publishers produce to as wide an audience as
possible.

“I want to make sure society is being offered good
literature to read and experience, and that books are
always beautiful things.
“I would like us to be known for a strong reputation
for excellence and collaborative thinking.
“Change Creation has opened my eyes to all the
many and varied arts organisations there are out
there, and how the shared experiences cross-over
- no matter what the art form or size of
organisation. The cohort has reignited my sense
of ambition and opened my eyes to the MANY
opportunities there are out there.”

“Sophie brings a collaborative heart and careful attention to the change she is creating… growing the vision and
bringing colleagues, partners and stakeholders along on her journey. Her ambition for poetry, publishers, poets
and readers is extraordinary, and her collaborative style means she’s sure to have a really substantial impact.”
Richard W atts, Change Creation Programme Director.
Change Creation, funded by Arts Council England, works with visionary organisations to create
and embed transformational change. Designed and delivered by people make it work, Change
Creation involves and engages organisations to shape, test, challenge and realise lasting change
to increase resilience across the sector.

@cancreatechange
+44 (0)20 7836 8142
www.changecreation.org

